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The structure of an MA thesis should be close to that of a scholarly article and proceed 

through the following basic steps.  

 

Total length should stay within the 12,000 word limit as much as possible, and should 

definitely not exceed 14,000 words which is the known maximum for a scholarly article. 

Two Year MA students’ theses should stay within the customary 14,000 word limit; they 

should in no event exceed 18,000 words.  

 

Preliminaries 
1. Cover page (name, thesis title, program, names of readers etc.)  

 

2. Abstract (about 200 words should be plenty). The abstract 1. States the topic or 

presents the case; 2. Formulates the problem, question, puzzle, issue tackled by the thesis. 

This is distinct from a topic or theme or case. It can be more than one question provided 

all questions are aspects of one main question. 3. Explains which research methods were 

mobilized to answer the question. 4. States the answers brought by the research. NB: The 

abstract is not only a useful guide for your reader. It’s also a very useful writing tool. You 

can rewrite it periodically as you write your thesis, and use it as a test of your thesis 

project: if it’s not clear, if it’s too long, if one of the items above is missing, it probably 

means there’s something you should fix about the thesis. 

 

3. Acknowledgments (optional): If you want to thank key-individuals/institutions who 

have helped you in your research (informants, parents, kindergarten teachers...) this could 

be the place. This can come on a page after the abstract or you could put it in a first 

footnote or just before the bibliography.  

 

The thesis  

1. Introduction: The introduction is an invitation for your reader to … read your thesis. 

It should be … inviting! It tells your reader why they actually should be reading your 

work.  The introduction can restate and expand the following items from the abstract: 1) 

the context or general area of inquiry and/or disciplinary debate within which your 

research makes sense and is important or interesting; 2) the specific question you want to 

answer, and is important to answer (stating reasons for interest); 3) your 

response/solution to the problem framed within the relevant theoretical literature.  

 

Writers are generally well advised to abstain from justifying research through some 

idiosyncratic biographical reference (“When I was five I often observed…”) even in the 

context of an ethnography. A better strategy most of the time is to state an intellectual 

puzzle, or an observation that might be personal, but most likely shared by an audience of 

educated, critical readers curious about the why’s and how’s of social life.  

 

It is a good idea to end the introduction with a step-by-step guide to the structure of your 

paper and argument. A scholarly article is no detective novel: do not make the reader 

wait for the last page to learn what your argument is.  
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Introductions may be of different lengths but are never too long. About 10% of the thesis 

is a recommended maximum. Clarity is a valuable quality. Make simple sentences that 

you and others understand. Complexity should also be expressed plainly and 

understandably. Abstain from using jargon, unless this is about one or a small number of 

concepts that has/have been deliberately elaborated and/or explained.  

 

2. The body of the thesis should be divided into sections (typically two, three, or a 

maximum of four; think of three including the background section as a good number).   

 

2.1. The first section will typically be a “background” section that gives your readers 

basic information they will have to have in order to read the main (following 2-3) 

sections (analytical parts). The background section will typically be a review of literature 

relevant to understand the case and your analysis of it. It will provide: historical context 

or ethnographic embedding of the project; relevant description (or construction) of the 

case; as well as details about the approach or theoretical framework you will mobilize to 

analyze the case. Although this first section is often called “literature review,” make sure 

your review is not a catalogue of random references but is actively constructing your 

theoretical position and approach to the case.  

 

The first section might also contain a description of the methods you have mobilized in 

research (or the part that ends up being relevant in writing the thesis). Alternatively, 

methods may also be described at the beginning of the following analytical section(s). 

 

2.2. Analytical section(s) (one or two, typically no more than three) 

The sections following the background chapter are organized and ordered in a way that 

progresses toward answers. Sections may proceed logically, moving from one argument 

to another. They may proceed from the simple to the complex. Sections may be organized 

chronologically. They may focus on distinct aspects of a theoretical debate. They may 

follow methodological lines (although this is probably a rare organizing solution for short 

works of the MA kind). They may also describe themes or aspects of an object in order to 

describe it as completely as possible. Each thesis may be organized in any of these ways, 

but there has to be a principle directing the choice, and the whole should contribute 

answer(s) to the main question(s) formulated in the abstract, introduction and at other 

stages of writing. Also, the connections between chapters and segments of chapters 

should be explicit and clear. Section and subsection titles may help. 

 

3. Conclusion: Also known as “summary and conclusions” or “summary and 

discussion”. The purpose here is to wrap up your analysis (summary) and bring it to bear 

on larger questions/theories (or, also possible, vice-versa: have larger theories bear on 

your case analysis). Revisit the “so what?” questions you deployed in the introduction. 

Once you have established your argument you can either point to interesting future 

research or make a bolder theoretical argument. Here, as in the original formulation, you 

may indicate the real-life stakes of the problem.  For the conclusion and throughout the 

text, remember that the main point in this thesis is to demonstrate your analytical skills, 

not your citizenship or good morals. Unless they write reports or policy papers, social 

scientists generally abstain from passing normative judgements or recommendations.   
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4. Bibliography: There is no preferred format for the bibliography. The only requirement 

is that you be consistent. Choose one of the three main ones presented to you by the 

Writing Center (APA, Chicago, or MLA) and stick to it.  
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Evaluation and defense 

Your committee (typically advisor + reader; for those registered in the Hungarian “certif-
icate programs” this includes an external examiner) will grade your thesis based on 
three following criteria on their evaluation sheets: 
 

- Original findings and scholarly achievements: this means balancing your con-
tribution or findings against the issues and debates you review in your litera-
ture review/background section. 

- Methodological quality: this is about the fit between your research and your 

questions, and your ability to reflect on it.  

- Structure and style: this is about the structure, the clarity, and the general 

presentation of your argument or thinking. Since structure and style match 

substance, this is also to an extent about the quality of your argument.  

 
Final grade is adjusted or maintained in light of answers provided during the defense. 
 

Checklist: 

Questions you want to ask yourselves when you’re done or close to done, in order to 
check how you’re doing on each of these criteria: 

- Does your research actually address your research questions? Especially: Are 
your methodological choices suited to the questions you asked (and/or vice-
versa)?  

- Does evidence (the empirical material you collected) generally support your 
argument or reflection? 

- Does the thesis generally show evidence of a well-researched topic? 
- Does the thesis show evidence of a dialogical reflection that takes into ac-

count and addresses alternative or opposite views to your own? Esp: Does it 
avoid “cherry-picking” your material to produce a unilateral narrative support-
ing one single view or explanation or argument? 

- Is the thesis well organized? 
- Is it clearly written? Especially: Are the research questions clear? Are there 

clear answers and conclusions? Do you refrain from using jargon gratuitously? 
Is there a place (abstract, introduction esp.) where your questions and topic 
are “translated” in plain language that any non-specialist, educated person 
can understand? 

- Does the thesis (esp. “lit review”) show evidence of familiarity with one, or 
more, scholarly debates? 

- Does it draw from relevant scholarly literature to analyze the empirical mate-
rial? 
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